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Water temperature is one of the most important physical characteristics of aquatic systems.
The governing equations of fluid motion and of heat conservation constitute the basis of a
mathematical model for water temperature simulation. For the purposes of water tempera-
ture modeling, long-wave radiation is specified as one of two types: downwelling radiation
is emitted by the atmosphere, upwelling radiation is emitted by the water surface. Mathemati-
cal models of temperature for many rivers in the world have been established, but there is not
one for the Tigris River in Iraq. This work is an effort to estimate downwelling long-wave radiation
from Mosul to Bejee which are near the Tigris River. Daily, weekly and monthly downwelling long-
wave radiation with cloudiness were calculated using data from Mosul and Bejee meteoro-
logical stations. Correlation coefficients show that monthly averages can be taken to
represent the simulation period. Linear regression coefficients of downwelling long-wave
radiation from Mosul to Bejee have been established for any time, distance and cloudiness.
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INTRODUCTION

Water temperature is one of the most important physical characteristics of aquatic systems. It
affects a number of water quality parameters that are of concern for domestic, environmental,
industrial, and agricultural applications. Gas solubility decreases and mineral solubility increases
with increasing water temperature. Chemical and biological reaction rates increase with increased
water temperature. The toxicity of contaminants and the efficacy of water treatment, as well as
taste and odor are also affected by water temperature. Further, the evolution, distribution, and
ecology of aquatic organisms are fundamentally affected by water temperature. Growth and
respiration rates are temperature dependent, and most organisms have distinct temperatures
ranges within which they reproduce and compete.

Temperature is also important for some industrial and agricultural supplies. Coordinating
temperature management of the different uses of water with environmental needs is a challenge
(Michael et al., 2000).

In addition to these more fundamental concerns, in recent years there has been an increasing
interest in the potential impact of global warming on the thermal structure of aquatic systems
(Pavlakis et al., 2004). Such impacts may have far reaching implications on water resources
development, operation, and management in the future.

 Models typically include a set of relationships that, either through correlation or through cause
and effect functions, aim to yield an increased understanding of a process or processes. To various
degrees, models provide representations of complex natural systems (Michael et al., 2000).

The governing equations of fluid motion (flow) and of heat conservation (temperature)
constitute the basis of a mathematical model for water temperature simulation (Michael et al.,
2000).

Heat transfer at a free surface is generally classified according to classical concepts: radiation,
convection, conduction, and evaporation. For numerical modeling of water surface heat fluxes, it
is convenient to classify heat transfer in terms of its ability to penetrate through the water surface.
Evaporation, conduction, and long wave radiation are all surface heat transfer effects that occur
only at the surface of the water. Short-wave radiation is a penetrative effect that distributes its heat
through a significant range of the water column (Hodges, 1998).

Radiation emitted by terrestrial objects and the Earth’s atmosphere in approximate temperature
range 200-300 oK is termed long-wave radiation (McIntosh, 1972). For the purposes of water
temperature modeling, long-wave radiation is specified as one of two types: downwelling radiation
(qatm) is emitted by the atmosphere, upwelling radiation (qb) is emitted by the water surface.
Radiation emitted by the earth’s atmosphere toward the water surface is positive in sign, and is a
strong function of air temperature. Radiation emitted by the water’s surface is negative in sign, and
is a strong function of water temperature (Michael et al., 2000; Shanahan, 1984).

Mathematical models of temperature for many rivers in the world have been established in order
to control environmental requirements. Examples include the Youghiogheny River (Schreiner and
Birky, 1997), the Lochsa River (Kent, 2002), and the Chelan River (Payne, 2002). These efforts
have been carried out using heat energy budget at water bodies (Hodges, 1998), analysis of current
and historical water quality data (Fuhrer et al., 1996), regression models (Neumann et al., 2003),
or other related methods.
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The Tigris River is one of the two major rivers in Iraq with many activities on its banks
(industrial, agricultural, domestic, power-plants). Control of its temperature is very important, and
until now no record or monitoring of this property has been conducted.

To apply the energy budget modeling method, long-wave radiation (upwelling, downwelling)
must be known, but there are no direct recorded data. This paper is an effort to estimate the
downwelling long-wave radiation component of the overall heat budget of the Tigris from Mosul
to Bejee, a distance of about 200 Km.

DEFINITIONS

These expressions used later have the following definitions:

Stefan-Boltzmann law: The Stefan-Boltzmann law states that “The total radiation in all directions
from an element of a perfect radiator is proportional to the fourth power of its absolute
temperature.” (McIntosh et al., 1972). Long-wave radiation is typically calculated using the
general form of the Stefan-Boltzmann equation,

q Tlw = εσ 4            (1)

where ε is emissivity, σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant ( 5.67*10-8 Wm-2K-4), and T is temperature
in oK.

Cloudiness: amount of sky covered by cloud, irrespective of type (McIntosh et al., 1972).

Okta: Unit, equal to area of one eighth of the sky, used in specifying cloud amount (McIntosh et
al., 1972), Cloud amount measured as 0, 1/8, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8, 8/8 (Roger et al., 1982)

Polar stereographic projection: used to map all or part of the surface of the earth on a plane,
it is widely used in numerical weather prediction (Haltiner and Williams, 1980). According to this
projection Cartesian coordinates (x y plane horizontal, z vertical) may be introduced on the map
as
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where a  = Radius of the earth = 6371.229 Km (McIntosh et al., 1972), ϕ  = latitude and
λ  = longitude.

DOWNWELLING LONG-WAVE RADIATION RELATIONSHIPS

Downwelling long-wave radiation that is applied to the water from the atmosphere is a function
of air temperature and air vapor pressure based on the Stefan-Boltzmann law (Michael et al., 2005),
but many empirical formulae are available for computing it. We list some here:

 A commonly used expression is based on work by Michael et al. (2000):

q C Tatm L a= +0 97 1 0170
6. .σα b g            (3)

where qatm is downwelling long wave radiation (W m-2), Ta is air temperature (oK), CL is fraction
of sky covered by clouds, α0 is a proportionality constant = 0.937*10-5 and  σ is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant.
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Hodges (1998) shows that downwelling long wave radiation absorbed by water (Wm-2) is
computed by

Q C T Rabsorbed air cloud air t lwa f a fc hb g e j= + + −ε σ 1 017 273 2 12
2

4. .            (4)

where C(cloud) is the fractional cloud cover, Tair 2 is the air temperature (dry bulb in Celsius degrees)
measured two meters above the water surface, and Rt is the total reflectivity of the water surface
for long wave radiation (0 = Rt(lw) =1), non-dimensional. σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

The formula attributed for the emissivity of the air is:

ε εair airC T= +273 2 2
2.b g            (5)

where Cε is a dimensional empirical coefficient, with a range of values 0.906 × 10 -5 < Cε < 0.99
× 10 -5.

Michael et al. (2005) state that atmospheric long-wave radiation is a heat flux that is applied to
the water from the atmosphere, as a function of air temperature and air vapor pressure, and based
on the Stefan-Boltzmann law it can be computed as:.

J T A e Ran air air L= + + −σ 273 0 031 14b g d ib g.            (6)

where Jan is the atmospheric long-wave radiation (cal cm-2 d-1), s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
Tair is the air temperature (C°), A is the atmospheric attenuation coefficient (A =0.6), eair is the air
vapor pressure (mmHg), and RL is the atmosphere reflection coefficient (0.03). The atmospheric

attenuation term ( A eair+ 0 031. ) and the reflection term (1-RL) are both generally <1, and

therefore have the effect of reducing the influence of the Stefan-Boltzmann  heat flux, σ Tair + 273 4b g ,
in the atmospheric long-wave heat flux computation .These two factors combine to compensate
for an emissivity value (ε ) which would normally be found in the Stefan-Boltzmann law.

The first relationship (Michael et al., 2000) is a commonly used formula (as it has the least
requirement for available data ) and it has been selected to be used in this paper to calculate the
downwelling long-wave radiation from Mosul to Bejee for the Tigris River.

PROCEDURE

As downwelling long-wave radiation is a strong function of air temperature, the meteorological
data (daily air temperature) for each day of the year from 1994 to 2000 of the two stations (near
the Tigris River) in Mosul (latitude 36° 19' , longitude 43° 9') and Bejee (latitude 34° 54', longitude
43° 32') were provided by the meteorological stations in these locations.

Daily, weekly, and monthly average air temperatures have been calculated over this period of
time to get the averages in terms of one year for calculation purposes later.

Assuming different cloudiness (0, 1/8, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8, 8/8) (i.e. 0, 1, 2 ... okta), with
the daily, weekly, monthly averages of air temperature for the two stations, the downwelling long-
wave radiation has been calculated.

The correlation coefficients between daily with weekly, daily with monthly, and weekly with
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monthly of downwelling long-wave radiation for the two stations have been calculated, using the
data for air temperature at the fifteenth of each month from daily averages, the beginning of the
third week from the weekly averages, finally the monthly averages.

The x and y coordinates for each station have been computed using the Polar stereographic
projection, the distance between the two stations is found from the well-known relation between
x and y coordinates of the two points.

Assuming linear regression as an approximate relation between magnitudes of downwelling
long-wave radiation from Mosul to Bejee, the coefficients of the equations have been found for
each cloudiness condition and for any time of the year at any distance from the Mosul station.

In order to show the time of extreme changes of magnitude of downwelling long-wave radiation
from Mosul to Bejee the values of the slopes of the linear regressions for all months have been
computed.

RESULTS
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show daily, weekly and monthly downwelling long-wave radiation with

different fractions of sky covered by clouds respectively using data from the Mosul meteorological
station.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show daily, weekly and monthly downwelling long-wave radiation with
different fractions of sky covered by clouds respectively using data from the Bejee meteorological
station.

The correlation coefficients of the two stations are shown in Table 1.
The Cartesian coordinates (x,y) in Km, of the two stations are Mosul (4696.551, 4405.996),

Bejee (4811.998, 4572.728), and the distance between these two stations is 202 Km.
As there is an excellent correlation between daily, weekly, and monthly averages of downwelling

long-wave radiation, the monthly averages has been taken to find   the linear regression coefficients.
The following relationship was used: y = ax +b where y = downwelling long-wave radiation
(W m-2) a = slope, x = distance from Mosul station (Km), and b = intercept.

Table 2 shows linear regression coefficients of downwelling long-wave radiation from Mosul
to Bejee.

Figure 7 shows the relation of linear slope with time for downwelling long-wave radiation from
Mosul and Bejee

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
From the above results the following points can be noted:
From Figures 1 to 6, for each cloudiness and at any time of the year (day, week, and month) the

downwelling long-wave radiation of Mosul and Bejee can be determined.
The maximum downwelling long-wave radiation in Mosul and Bejee was at the beginning of the

third week of July because of high air temperature at that time of the year.
From Table 1, the very good correlation coefficient (close to 1) allows the use of monthly

averages to represent the downwelling long-wave radiation in Mosul and Bejee.
 Table 2 represents the mathematical models used for estimation of downwelling long-wave

radiation at any time, cloudiness, and distance from Mosul station to Bejee.
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Figure 1.  Daily downwelling long wave radiation with different fractions of sky covered by clouds, at
Mosul station.

Figure 2.  Weekly average downwelling long wave radiation with different fractions of sky covered by
clouds, at Mosul station.

Figure 3.  Monthly average downwelling long wave radiation with different fractions of sky covered by
clouds, at Mosul station.
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Figure 4.  Daily downwelling long wave radiation with different fractions of sky covered by clouds, at
Bejee.

Figure 5.  Weekly downwelling long wave radiation with different fractions of sky covered by clouds, at
Bejee.

Figure 6.  Monthly downwelling long wave radiation with different fractions of sky covered by clouds, at
Bejee.
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Station Daily & weekly av. Daily & monthly av. Weekly & monthly
av. Remarks

Mosul 0.998 0.997 0.996 For all CL
Bejee 0.998 0.997 0.996 For all CL

MONTH Coefficient CL=O CL=1/8 CL=2/8 CL=3/8 CL=4/8 CL=5/8 CL=6/8 CL=7/8 CL=8/8
1.000 b 252.224 257.584 262.944 268.303 273.663 279.023 284.383 289.742 295.102

a 0.050 0.051 0.052 0.053 0.054 0.055 0.056 0.057 0.058
2.000 b 256.607 262.060 267.512 272.965 278.418 283.871 289.324 294.777 300.230

a 0.060 0.062 0.063 0.064 0.065 0.067 0.068 0.069 0.071
3.000 b 275.424 281.277 287.129 292.982 298.835 304.688 310.540 316.393 322.246

a 0.079 0.081 0.082 0.084 0.086 0.087 0.089 0.091 0.092
4.000 b 312.742 319.388 326.033 332.679 339.325 345.971 352.616 359.262 365.908

a 0.126 0.128 0.131 0.134 0.136 0.139 0.142 0.144 0.147
5.000 b 356.549 364.126 371.702 379.279 386.856 394.432 402.009 409.586 417.162

a 0.126 0.129 0.132 0.134 0.137 0.140 0.142 0.145 0.148
6.000 b 407.098 415.749 424.400 433.051 441.702 450.352 459.003 467.654 476.305

a 0.092 0.094 0.095 0.097 0.099 0.101 0.103 0.105 0.107
7.000 b 439.604 448.945 458.287 467.628 476.970 486.312 495.653 504.995 514.336

a 0.062 0.063 0.065 0.066 0.067 0.069 0.070 0.071 0.073
8.000 b 430.331 439.476 448.620 457.765 466.909 476.054 485.198 494.343 503.488

a 0.070 0.071 0.072 0.074 0.075 0.077 0.078 0.080 0.081
9.000 b 392.149 400.482 408.815 417.148 425.481 433.814 442.147 450.481 458.814

a 0.083 0.085 0.086 0.088 0.090 0.092 0.094 0.095 0.097
10.000 b 339.585 346.802 354.018 361.234 368.450 375.666 382.883 390.099 397.315

a 0.074 0.076 0.077 0.079 0.080 0.082 0.084 0.085 0.087
11.000 b 296.154 302.447 308.740 315.034 321.327 327.620 333.913 340.207 346.500

a 0.067 0.068 0.070 0.071 0.073 0.074 0.076 0.077 0.078
12.000 b 260.774 266.316 271.857 277.399 282.940 288.482 294.023 299.565 305.106

a 0.054 0.055 0.056 0.057 0.058 0.060 0.061 0.062 0.063

Table 1.  Correlation coefficients

Table 2.  Linear regression coefficients of downwelling long-wave radiation from Mosul to Bejee

Figure 7.  Relation of linear slope with time for downwelling long-wave radiation from Mosul to Bejee.

*y = ax +b, where y = downwelling long-wave radiation (W m-2), a = slope, x = distance from Mosul station (Km),
 b = intercept.
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From Figure 7 it is clear that there is extreme change (great difference in magnitude) in
downwelling long-wave radiation between Mosul and Bejee in April and May, and it reaches the
minimum change (low difference in magnitude) during January, July and December. For March and
September there is a mild change.
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